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ABSTRACT 
The use of incomplete blockwise factorizations as preconditioners in conjugate 
gradient like methods has become more and more popular in recent years. Most of the 
theory concerning existence and applicability of these factorizations has been limited 
to M-matrices so far. Here we introduce a more general definition of block H-matrices 
(Robert [8]) and we extend the theory to this class of matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the linear system Kx = b, where K is typically a large sparse 
real matrix. We want to approximate the solution with some sort of precondi- 
tioned iterative method (e.g., generalized conjugate gradient). For this, we 
have to construct a preconditioning matrix C, in some sense an approxima- 
tion of K, such that a system with C as coefficient matrix is easy to solve and 
the condition number of C- ‘K is much smaller than that of K. One way to 
construct such a C is by means of an incomplete factorization. This idea has 
gained more and more interest in recent years. See for instance Concus, 
Golub, and O’Leary [l], Axelsson, Brinkkemper, and Il’in [2], and 
Meyerink and van der Vorst [3]. For incomplete pointwise factorizations and 
their connections with H-matrices see Varga, Saff, and Mehrman [4] and 
Manteuffel [5]. 
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Our interest lies in incomplete blockwise factorizations. For a recent 
survey of these factorizations in case K is a symmetric M-matrix see Axelsson 
[6] and Polman [7]. Here we will show that under certain conditions 
incomplete blockwise factorizations exist for H-matrices. Further we will give 
a new definition for the concept of a block H-matrix which is more general 
than the definition in Robert [8], and we will show that also for block 
H-matrices, incomplete block factorizations exist. 
2. H-MATRICES 
Letting A EC”,“, then its comparison matrix d(A) = [ bi, j] is defined 
by 
bi, j := 
i 
lai, jl’ i = j, 
- IcZ~,~I, if j. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A is said to be a nonsingular H-matrix if its comparison 
matrix is a nonsingular M-matrix. 
For future reference we will now define the sets D, and 8,: 
l’i,il’ C l’i,jl kfi 
j#i 
i.e., the set of strictly diagonally dominant matrices; 
‘2, = (A ECYJA is a nonsingular H-matrix}. 
It is well known that 52, is a strict subset of 8, (Q2, s a,,). There are many 
equivalent definitions for a matrix to be a nonsingular H-matrix. Here we 
need only the following: 
LEMMA 1. A is a nonsingular H-m&ix 0 3v E R”: v > 0 and 
A!( A)v > 0. 
This is due to Fan [9]. 
Using this we can prove the following two lemmata: 
LEMMA 2. Let 
KcA B 
[ 1 C D 
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be a nonsingular H-matrix with AE C”,” and DE Cm,“, i.e., there is a 
v E R”+” such that v > 0 and d(K)v > 0. Define V, := diag(vi)y=‘=,, V, := 
diag( ui):Jz+ 1. Then IIV;‘A-‘BV,(I, < 1. 
Proof. Supposing IIV;‘A-lBV,(I, >, 1, then there is a maximizing vector 
YER” such that IIyllm=l and IIV;‘A-‘BV,yII, = IIV;‘A-‘BV,II,. Set 
V;lA-lBV.y = x, so B&y = AV,x and llxllm 2 1. Let i, be such that 
Ixi,l > lxil vi, so that Irio 2 1. Then 
n m 
ai,,i,~i,xi,= - C aio,jujxj + C bio,jVn+jYjT 
j=l j=l 
j + i, 
so since v > 0, 
whence 
laio,i,lui,,< 5 Iaio,jIoj + f,! Ibio,jlun+j~ 
j-1 j=l 
j # i, 
which contradicts 4( K )u > 0. 
LEMMA 3. Let 
KEA B 
[ 1 C D 
be a nonsingular H-matrix. Then the Schur complement 6 = D - CA- ‘B is 
also a rumsingular H-matrix. 
Proof It is sufficient to prove that J!( 6,)~~ > 0 where v = <v,‘,v,‘)’ is 
such that v > 0 and JH(K)v > 0. 
First note that 
i Ici,jI”j 2 jcl I(CA-‘B)i.jl~n+j “i* 
j=l 
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This follows from 
= jJll k~llci,klukUI1~~A~lg)X,j~u~+j 
_ 
R m 
= kFIIC,,kIUk C Uill(A-lB)k,jlUn+j 
j=l 
< C Ici.klz)k, 
k=l 
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 2. Together with 
Idi,ilon+i m ’ C Idi, jl”n+j + IfI I’i, jl’ja 
j=l j=l 
j#i 
this yields the result. 
By these two lemmata we have: 
THEOREM 1. Let 
I 
Al u, 
L, A, . . 
K= *.* .*. v, L1 A” 1
be a nonsingular (pointwise) H-matrix. Then the exact block factorization 
(without piuoting) exists, and K = LU ad L and U are H-matrices. 
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Proof Let K (‘)=K and note that 3v>O:~T(K)v>0, where v= 
( VT VT s , . . . , v,‘)’ is partitioned consistently with K. We have A( A r)vr > 0, so 








1 K(s) = 
A(;) U, 
L, A, . . 






0 : 6 
v, 
K(2) 
I and v, A(;‘= A, - L,A,‘Us. A, 
K(‘) is a nonsingular H-matrix, since it is a Schur complement (Lemma 3) 
and we have K(')v(') > 0, where vc2) = (v,‘, v:, . . . ,v:)~. 
The remainder follows by induction. n 
Note that the importance of this proof lies in the fact that “block” 
arguments are used. This technique enables us also to prove that incomplete 
blockwise factorizations exist under certain conditions on the incompleteness, 
as we shall see. 
Let K, as above, be a nonsingular H-matrix. Write K = II + L + U, where 
L and U are strictly lower and upper block triangular matrices, respectively. 
The incomplete factorizations C we consider look as follows: Define 
yrJ=@, 
Xi = Ai - LiYi_rUi, i=1,2 ,...) n, 
Yi=approx(X;‘), 
where approx(X; ‘) stands for some sparse approximation of the inverse, and 
let C = (X + L)X-'(X + U), where X = diag(Xi). 
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THEOREM 2. Let K and v be as above, v = (v,‘,v,‘,.. . ,v:)~, and let 
x = diag(vi)rS,). Then the incomplete factorization is well defined (i.e., the 
matrices Xi, Yi exist) if ~~Vi-lYiUi+,Vi+l~~, < 1 for all i. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the previous lemmata and Theo- 
rem 1. n 
REMARK. Note that Lemma 2 assures that ]l~~‘XZ:‘~+,~+r]Jm < 1, so 
]]~-‘Yi~+l~+l(]oo < ]]~-‘X~l~+;Vi+ll]m would be a stronger restriction. 
Note however that this last condition resembles the condition 0 < Y, < XL 1 
which is used for M-matrices (cf. Axelsson [6], Beauwens and Ben Bouzid 
[14]). Hence in the particular case that the Vi are diagonal matrices and 
approx(X-‘) = R&X-‘), where R&X-‘) is defined by 
(x-l)i, j, 
[Rp(Xpl)]i,j’= lo (i - j] d p for Some positive integer p, 
Ii - jl > 
[71)* 
to make Kv = Cv (cf. &elsson [6], Polman 
Note that these results are 
Axelsson [lo]). 
3. BLOCK H-MATRICES 
easily generalized to full block matrices (cf. 
Let Czs” denote all matrices in Cm, * which are partitioned into an n X n 
block matrix according to some given block partitioning v (we will only 
consider 7~ for which the diagonal blocks are square matrices). 
Analogous to the point comparison matrix, we can define the block 
comparison matrix of a matrix A, assuming that the diagonal blocks of A are 
nonsingular. Let A = [Ai, j]. Then its block comparison matrix .Mb( A) = 
[bi, j] is defined by 
bi, j := 
i 
llA,;~ll-l, i = j, 
- IIAi, jll’ i + j 
(where 1) I) is some multiplicative matrix norm with ~~1~~ = 1). 
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Then we can reformulate the definition of block diagonal dominance due 
to Varga and Feingold [II]. A is said to be (strictly) block diagonally 
dominant [(S.)B.D.D.] if its block comparison matrix exists and -Mb(A) is 
(strictly) diagonally dominant. 
We now define the set Q, as 
52, = {A E c;‘“]M~(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix}. 
In [ 111 it is proven that if A E Q,, then A is nonsingular. 
Before we come to our new definition of a block H-matrix, we will first 
give the definition of Robert [S]. He defines the matrix N(A) = [ bi, j] where 
1, 
bi, j := 
i=j, 
- (IA<:Ai,jJl> i # j, 
and A is a block H-matrix if N(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix. We define the 
set Q2,={A~CJ’,“]A is a block H-matrix according to Robert}. It is easy 
to see that 9, c f’Z2,, but P, # Q2, except when T is the point partitioning. 
We now come to our new definition of block H-matrix. First we define: 
DEFINITION 3.1. D = [Di j] in CFsn is said to be block diagonal if 
Di, j = 0 Vi # j. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A in CJ’,” is said to be a nonsingular block H-matrix if 
there exist nonsingular block diagonal matrices D and E such that _Mb( DAE) 
is a nonsingular M-matrix, and we define 9, = {A E Cc,” 1 A is a nonsingu- 
lar block H-matrix}. 
(The idea of block diagonal scaling is due to Varah [12].) 
Note that if 7~ is the point partitioning, all these definitions are consistent 
with the point definitions. 
LEMMA 4. Zf AEG?~, then there exist nonsingular block diagonal 
matrices D and E such that DAE is strictly block diagonally dominant. 
Proof. A E Q,, so there exist block diagonal matrices D and E such 
that JI,(DAE) is a nonsingular M-matrix, i.e., 3v E OX” :v > 0 and 
+,(DAE)v > 0. Let v =(u,, u2 ,..., u,,)~, define Vi := u,Z, V = diag( Vi), and 
E=EV. Then .,@dIJAl?)=~%~(DAE)diag(u,), so with e=(J,l,l,...,l)r 
we see that Ab( DAE)e = Mb( DAE)v > 0. It follows that DAE is S.B.D.D. 
n 
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LEMMA 5. at, c &,. 
Proof. Let A E P,, i.e., 3 > 0 with N(A)v > 0. Set D = diag(A;!), 
and set E = diag(uiZ), e =(l,l,l,..., 1)r. Then JXb( DAE)e = N(A)v r 0, 
i.e., A E Q2,. n 
In the case that r is not the point partitioning, it is fairly easy to see that 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let 
A= 
1014; + 
0 1 L------W jl &. 1 -411 0 1 -510 1 
It is clear that A @ G2,. But with 
EC4 5 
1 [ 1 1 1 
and E, = 
E = diag(Ei), we get 
1 7 




(using the 1, norm), so A E !J,,. 
Before we come to the block factorizations, we would like to note that 
there exists an optimal relation between the block diagonal matrices D and E 
in the following sense: 
LEMMA 6. Let A E P,, and D and E be block diagonal matrices such 
that DAE is strictly block diagonally dominant. Then E-‘(A( A))- ‘AE is 
S.B.D.D. too, where A(A):=blockdiag(Ai,i). 
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Proof. Let DAE be S.B.D.D., D = diag(Di), E = diag(Ei). We have 
but 
II(D,Ai,,E,)-‘I((IDiAi,jEjlJ ~II ;‘A,:D;‘DiAi,jEj/I 
=ll E;lA,!Ai,jEjI(. 
Since (E-‘[A(A)]-‘AE)i,i = I and ~._+i]](E-‘(A(A))-‘AE)i,j~] = 
Cj,illE,~lAi,,!Ai,jEjll < 1, we find that E-‘[&A)]-‘AE is S.B.D.D. n 
This together with Lemma 4 gives us the following equivalence: 
COROLLARY 3.1. AE&, = there exists a nonsingular block diagonal 
matrix E such that E - ’ [ A( A)] - ‘AE is strictly block diagonully dominant. 
We now return to the block factorizations. 
THEOREM 3: Let A = [ Ai, j] be a strictly block diagonally dominant 
matrix. Then the exact block factorization without pivoting exists. 
Proof. Let Mb(A) = [bi, j], i.e., 
bi, j := 
llA1,~ll-', i = j, 
- IIAi,jll, i# j. 
We know that JZ?~( A) is strictly diagonally dominant, and if we perform one 
step of the Gaussian elimination process, i.e., Mb(A) = z(‘)@‘), where 
c b 1,1 b,,, 6, . . . b,,, 1 
and 
b;‘; := b, j - bi,lb;:b,, j, i,j=2,3 n, ,..., 
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then u(l) is also strictly diagonally dominant (see Wilkinson [I3]). We have 
A = L”‘u”’ with A 1,1 A,,, . . A,,, 
0 A@) %2 
. . . 
rJw = . . 
A$), 
1:: :I . 7 O , A’;‘, -.. nn A@ 
where 
A’,?:. = Ai j - A,,,A<;A,, j, i, j=2,3 ,..*, n. 
Then A(Eji = Ai,i - Ai,,A;:Ai,i = Ai,i(Z - AY!A~,,A;,~A~,~) and 
IIA<~Ai,lAL:A1,ill < ‘p so A(Eji ‘is nonsingular for all i > 2. Further we have 
and 
whence 
so we conclude that JY&J(~)) is strictly diagonally dominant, which implies 
that U(l) is strictly block diagonally dominant. 
By induction it follows that the exact block factorization without pivoting 
exists. n 
Consider again the incomplete blockwise factorizations which we get 
when we replace all occurring inverses during the elimination process by 
sparse approximants of these inverses. It is immediately clear that this 
incomplete factorization exists as long as ]]approx(A-‘)I] Q IIA-‘ll for all 
occurring A (cf. Axelsson [lo], Beauwens and Ben Bouzid [14]). 
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We can now easily generalize Theorem 3 to block H-matrices. We have: 
THEOREM 4. If A E Q2,, then the exact block factorization without 
pivoting exists. 
Proof. A E 9, implies that there exist nonsingular block diagonals D, E 
with DAE is strictly block diagonally dominant, so, by Theorem 3, the exact 
block factorization of DAE exists, i.e., DAE = LV; but then A 7 D-‘LVE-1 
= tfi. l 
We have now established the existence of block factorizations for H- 
matrices and block H-matrices. One might wonder whether perhaps Q2, c Q2, 
or Q2, c 52,. We shall show that neither of these is the case. We shall even 
show that f12, UZ 9, and 52, rt !G?,,. 
EXAMPLE 3.2 (Q2, C !Z2,). Consider 
1 0; 1-E 0 10 0 
0 1; 0 l--El 0 0 ------- 
A= I-. s 0 r--c-- 
----- 
0 :--&---c- 
0 0; 0 1 10 l--E -------~-_--------~----_-- 
0 01 l--E 0 I1 0 
-0 01 0 l-&l 0 1 
with a partitioning as indicated. A is strictly diagonally dominant, so A E Qt,. 
Suppose A E S12,. Then there exist nonsingular matrices E,, E,, E, E C2a2 
such that E-‘AE is S.B.D.D., where E = diag(Ei). 
i.e., 
I (l- E)((E;%(I < 1, 
\ (l-~)(IE&ll<l, 
so at least one of the two terms in the second line must be smaller than i. 
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(1 - )/I E E;‘E2E, ‘[ ‘0’ ~]E~l~~(l-e,ilE;lE,l~~~E~l[l~E $11 
i.e., 
But 
for the I, norms (p = 1,2, co) and arbitrary nonsingular El, so we get a 
contradiction for E -c 1 - f&X. 
EXAMPLE 3.3 (i'lDCQ,,). Consider 
Then 
for the Z, norms (p = 1,2, oo), so that A G Q2,. But A doesn’t contain 
an element dominant in its column (i,e., there is no element a, j 
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With lai,jl'Ck*i (uk, j]) so (see Camion and Hoffman [15]) there is no 
permutation matrix P such that PA is an H-matrix. In particular, A itself is 
not an H-matrix. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We have been able to enlarge the set of matrices which permit an 
incomplete block factorization from the set of symmetric M-matrices to the 
set of II-matrices, point as well as blockwise (not necessarily symmetric or 
real). This is a first step toward showing that incomplete block factorizations 
are applicable on a far larger set of matrices than that of the symmetric 
M-matrices, and this will remain a topic for further research. 
Also it would be very useful to have easy-to-check alternative definitions 
for the notion of block H-matrix, as there are for point H-matrices. This is an 
open question so far, and it will also require more research. 
I wish to thank Professor Owe Axelsson for his valuable comments and for 
reading the script. 
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